
 

Arrival at Coral & Marina 
 

Expedited Check-In: The N2E Race offers expedited check-in with Mexican Customs and 
Immigration at the Hotel Coral & Marina.  

The skippers that have previously sent in ALL required information prior to arrival will have a 
much shorter wait time. It is not necessary for all the crew to wait in line if you have sent and 
have all the information needed ahead of time. Only the skipper needs be present to clear the 
vessel and crew through health, immigration, and customs.  

Skippers upon arrival whose information is either incomplete or has changed after sending their 
initial information will be processed on a separate waiting line and can expect a longer wait time 
to clear Mexican customs and immigration.  

Process: 

As early as possible. Make a slip request to https://www.hotelcoral.com/our-marina/slip-rfp-form  
Send ALL documentation as requested below to the following email: marina@hotelcoral.com 

Per the Marina at the CORAL  
In order to confirm your reservation, please send via email the following documents: 

1.-  Copies Passports of all crew members (no driver’s license, no birth certificate) for minors under 18 
of age you will need a notarized letter for travel if not accompanied by both parents. 
 
2.- Copy of Current vessel, dinghy, jet sky, etc., documentation, registration, in case you don't have 
registration we need notarized bill of sale (with complete information, make, year and length). 
  
If the vessel is under CORP. or LLC you are required to have an original notarized letter onboard 
authorizing the owner, master or representative to operate the vessel. 
  
3.- Copy of Current vessel  insurance check your policy to make sure the vessel is covered in the areas 
you will be cruising and visiting, coverage Mexican waters. 
  
4.- Copy of Temporary Import Permit. 
 
5.- The following singed and completed forms (copies provided within):  

• Access Policy. 
• Slip Application. 
• Payment Method Authorization 

 
6.- Read and comply with (copies provided within): 

• Notice of arrival reporting on VHF. 
• Notice of Mexican Flag in Mexican Waters. 

https://www.hotelcoral.com/our-marina/slip-rfp-form
mailto:marina@hotelcoral.com


  
If you don't have a TIP, Coral & Marina need the following documents: 
  
If it's under CORP. or LL C are required to have an original notarized letter onboard authorizing the 
owner, master or representative to operate the vessel. 
The letter must be signed the same as the passport signature, the person who will sign it must be a 
membership of the company which will be verified with the membership certificate. 
  

5.- Notarized incorporated articles of LLC, membership certificate of LLC, and engine serial numbers. 
 



 



 

 



 



 


